1. On 7 November 1963 LIFEAT reported the following conversation between Leszek TOMASZEWSKI, Code Clerk, Polish Embassy in Mexico, and Czeslaw SLOWAKIEWICZ, Commercial Counselor, Polish Embassy in Mexico:

TOMASZEWSKI: "I received something else by teletype" (Comment: presumably TELEX). "It is in English and addressed to the (PBPRIME) Embassy. Something about Guadalajara, about some installations. I don't exactly know its contents." (Comment: presumably because he does not understand English). "I will give it to the Ambassador. I'll show it to you also. The problem is that if 'they' (Comment: TELEX) made a mistake in passing this message to our Embassy instead of to the (PBPRIME) Embassy, they also might pass our things to the wrong address."

SLOWAKIEWICZ: "Please show me the telegram. It could be very interesting."

2. The Station checked ODACID traffic for the period 1-8 November from Guadalajara and ODACID Headquarters to the Embassy, but could find no cables that seemed to fit TOMASZEWSKI's description of the missent cable.

3. The PBPRIME Ambassador has been given the information that the Polish Embassy did receive a cable supposed to have been sent to the PBPRIME Embassy. No additional Station action is presently contemplated.

Willard C. CURTIS
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